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Background and Company Performance
Industry Challenges
The security industry has been marked by a high degree of technical change stemming
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from evolving threats. Evidence has emerged in recent years that advanced malware and
advanced persistent threats (APTs) have been bypassing traditional defensive measures at
will for years. The threat level remains elevated, as malicious actors have become more
organized, resourceful, and motivated. Lone cyber miscreants have been replaced by
powerful nation-states and organized crime syndicates. And the stakes have increased
dramatically: ransomware encrypts end user devices until payments are made, point-ofsale malware steals customer payment and personal data, and cyber attacks often
accompany real-world conflicts.
The process of securing enterprise networks is further complicated by emerging
technologies and changes in business practices. Cloud services, the Internet of Things
(IoT), smart phones, and bring-your-own-device (BYOD) practices are all examples of
trends that are currently changing the way businesses approach IT and by association, IT
security.
As a result, the traditional security architecture of an impenetrable perimeter of signaturebased tools protecting a trusted internal network is no longer a useful security blueprint.
The security industry has long been ready for new solutions that address these glaring
security gaps.
Advanced malware sandbox technology has proven to be an important missing piece of
the puzzle. The malware sandbox market has grown precipitously since its inception,
growing from less than $100 million in revenue in 2012 to nearly a billion in revenue by
2015. The malware sandbox market remains in a state of high growth and rapid
technological development. A high degree of innovation and attention to customers’ needs
is required to attain and retain the position of market leadership in the malware sandbox
market. The market leadership role is important: the market leader will set customer
expectations and further foster the development of the market.

Market Leadership of FireEye
FireEye is the leading provider of advanced malware sandbox solutions and is known as
the company that officially pioneered the technology as an enterprise solution. FireEye has
benefitted from the first mover advantage gained from its new product innovation. In
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2015, FireEye reported company revenue of $623.0 million in 2015, an increase of 46%
from 2014 and accounting for over half of the advanced malware sandbox market
revenue.1

FireEye’s meteoric rise in the network security industry is the result of the company’s
ability to identify shortcomings in the security industry and to develop high quality,
unique, and innovative enterprise solutions that close these gaps.
Product Quality
FireEye’s dominance in terms of market share is attributable, at least in part, to the
quality of its Threat Management Platform. FireEye Threat Management Platform is a
complete portfolio of advanced threat protection products that secure different threat
vectors, including the network, email security, mobile devices, content security, and
endpoints. The Threat Management Platform features the FireEye Multi-Vector Virtual
Execution™ (MVX) engine, which uses dynamic, real-time analysis to detect known and
unknown threats. The FireEye solution identifies suspicious files, extracts and submits
them for analysis, executes the program and monitors for malicious behavior. Threat
detection is based on observing malicious behaviors first-hand to eliminate doubts about
the intention of malware. This behavior-based approach results in high fidelity and
actionable results with minimal false positives.
Threat actors are already developing malware that is capable of detecting and evading
1

Advanced Malware Sandbox Market Analysis: “Must Have” Security Technology Reaches
Mass Adoption, Frost & Sullivan, September 2016, available on Frost.com.
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malware sandbox analysis environments. This is only one example of the constant catand-mouse nature of the security industry. In order to ensure that its solutions are
capable of stopping the most advanced and cutting-edge malware and APTs, FireEye
acquired iSIGHT Partners in 2016. The new offering, FireEye iSIGHT Threat Intelligence,
provides strategic insight into threat actors and their tactics, techniques, & procedures
(TTPs). This service delivers tactical, machine-ready intelligence for blocking threats, and
also provides the contextual information that helps customers to accelerate response and
remediation.
The completeness, security efficacy, and advanced features of the FireEye Threat
Management Platform have made the solution extremely popular with large enterprise and
Fortune 2000 organizations. However, the company faces growing competition as new
companies and established vendors are now bringing their own malware sandboxing
solutions to market. In response, FireEye continues to invest in unique and innovative
technologies.
Technology Leverage
The FireEye MVX engine leverages a number of unique and cutting-edge security
technologies and advanced features, such as a purpose-built hypervisor, multi-flow
analysis, and multi-vector analysis. The use of a purpose-built, proprietary hypervisor
prevents threat actors from creating malware that can detect the virtual execution
environment. Solutions that rely on VMware or other publically available hypervisor
technologies can be detected and evaded by advanced malware.
Multi-flow analysis is capable of analyzing packets across multiple interconnected flows to
detect exploits, including attacks that are complex or covert. By comparison, solutions
that focus only on downloaded files can be fooled if these download channels are
obscured.
Multi-vector analysis detects blended, multi-stage attacks that span multiple channels
across different stages of the attack, such as phishing emails with malicious URL links
embedded. Multi-flow and multi-vector analysis techniques are unique and important
capabilities, as sophisticated threat actors often use blended attacks and creative new
attack vectors to gain a foothold in enterprise networks.
Product Differentiation
When threat actors are repelled, they simply look for new, more creative routes in. The
sophisticated and persistent and resourceful nature of advanced threat actors guarantees
that it is only a matter of time until they find a successful security vulnerability to exploit.
The age of “set and forget” network security has ended. Enterprises require holistic
security solutions that guide customers from detection to response.
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The modern threat level assures the need to go beyond threat detection. Though
advanced malware sandbox solutions remain in high demand, FireEye’s strategy has been
to make its malware sandbox an

integral component of the broader detection,

investigation, and response lifecycle. The FireEye Threat Management Platform supports
customers through the entire detection-to-response workflow through technologies such
as, Endpoint Security (HX), Email Security (Ex), Threat Analytics Platform (TAP),
Enterprise Forensics (PX), and FireEye Security Orchestrator (FSO). Finally, the FireEye
Mandiant Consulting team provides assessment, response, and post-breach investigation
and remediation services.
Growth Strategy Excellence
Despite strong revenue growth and continued demand for FireEye sandbox solutions, the
company continues to identify opportunities for growth. As a result, FireEye has made a
number of strategic investments in recent years such as Mandiant in 2013, nPulse in
2014, and iSIGHT Partners and Invotas in 2016. FireEye has leveraged these acquisitions
to support customers’ security detection, investigation, and response capabilities.
Mandiant provides essential security consulting services, while nPulse provides network
forensics, helping customers to understand threats proactively and post-breach. iSIGHT
provides deep threat intelligence gathered from primary resources including forums, the
deep Web and hacker interviews. The addition of Invotas will help enterprises to
implement orchestration and automation of security processes, making security analysts
more efficient and therefore more effective.
These acquisitions will help customers to pivot from detection to investigation and
response, thereby minimizing the damages caused by security breaches and enabling
more proactive security measures. For example, FireEye Security Orchestrator offers
unique features such as incident response playbooks and pre-defined plug-ins that aid in
response and threat hunting.
Brand Strength
The FireEye brand has become synonymous with advanced malware sandbox solutions.
This is partially due to its pioneering role and first-mover advantage in the market.
However, the strength of the FireEye brand results primarily from the quality and security
performance provided by its Threat Management Platform. FireEye solutions are trusted
by some of the world’s largest enterprise organizations and government agencies.
Additionally, FireEye has multiple certifications including DHS Safety Act Certification,
FIPS-140, and Common Criteria, as evidence of the FireEye reputation for quality and
security efficacy. FireEye is the only security vendor to have DHS Safety Act certification.

Conclusion
© Frost & Sullivan 2016
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With its strong overall performance, FireEye has achieved a leadership position in the
advanced malware sandbox analysis market with a market share of 56%, and Frost &
Sullivan is proud to bestow the 2016 Advanced Malware Sandbox Market Leadership
Award to FireEye.
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Significance of Market Leadership
Ultimately, growth in any organization depends upon customers purchasing from your
company, and then making the decision to return time and again. Loyal customers
become brand advocates; brand advocates recruit new customers; the company grows;
and then it attains market leadership. To achieve and maintain market leadership, an
organization must strive to be best-in-class in three key areas: understanding demand,
nurturing the brand, and differentiating from the competition.

Understanding Market Leadership
As discussed on the previous page, driving demand, strengthening the brand, and
competitive differentiation all play a critical role in a company’s path to market leadership.
This three-fold focus, however, is only the beginning of the journey and must be
complemented by an equally rigorous focus on the customer experience.

Best-practice

organizations therefore commit to the customer at each stage of the buying cycle and
continue to nurture the relationship once the customer has made a purchase. In this way,
they build a loyal, ever-growing customer base and methodically add to their market
share over time.
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Key Performance Criteria
For the Market Leadership Award, Frost & Sullivan analysts focused on specific criteria to
determine the areas of performance excellence that led to the company’s leadership
position. The criteria that were considered include (although not limited to) the following:
Criterion

Requirement
Demonstrated ability to consistently identify,

Growth Strategy Excellence

prioritize, and pursue emerging growth
opportunities
Processes support the efficient and consistent

Implementation Excellence

implementation of tactics designed to support the
strategy

Brand Strength

The possession of a brand that is respected,
recognized, and remembered
The product or service receives high marks for

Product Quality

performance, functionality and reliability at every
stage of the life cycle
The product or service has carved out a market

Product Differentiation

niche, whether based on price, quality, uniqueness
of offering (or some combination of the three) that
another company cannot easily duplicate
Demonstrated commitment to incorporating leading

Technology Leverage

edge technologies into product offerings, for
greater product performance and value

Price/Performance Value

Products or services offer the best value for the
price, compared to similar offerings in the market
Customers feel like they are buying the most

Customer Purchase Experience

optimal solution that addresses both their unique
needs and their unique constraints
Customers are proud to own the company’s product

Customer Ownership Experience

or service, and have a positive experience
throughout the life of the product or service

Customer Service Experience
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The Intersection between 360-Degree Research and Best
Practices Awards
Frost

&

Sullivan’s

360-degree

research

methodology represents the analytical rigor
of our research process. It offers a 360-

360-DEGREE RESEARCH: SEEING ORDER IN
THE CHAOS

degree-view of industry challenges, trends,
and issues by integrating all 7 of Frost &
Sullivan's

research

methodologies.

Too

often, companies make important growth
decisions based on a narrow understanding
of their environment, leading to errors of
both omission and commission. Successful
growth

strategies

thorough
technical,

are

founded

understanding
economic,

on

a

of

market,

financial,

customer,

best practices, and demographic analyses.
The integration of these research disciplines
into the 360-degree research methodology
provides

an

benchmarking

evaluation
industry

platform

players

and

for
for

identifying those performing at best-in-class
levels.
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Best Practices Recognition: 10 Steps to Researching,
Identifying, and Recognizing Best Practices
Frost & Sullivan Awards follow a 10-step process to evaluate award candidates and assess
their fit with select best practice criteria. The reputation and integrity of the Awards are
based on close adherence to this process.
STEP
Monitor,

1 target, and
screen

OBJECTIVE

KEY ACTIVITIES

OUTPUT

Identify award recipient
candidates from around the
globe

 Conduct in-depth industry
research
 Identify emerging sectors
 Scan multiple geographies

Pipeline of candidates who
potentially meet all bestpractice criteria

Perform comprehensive,
360-degree research on all
candidates in the pipeline

 Interview thought leaders
and industry practitioners
 Assess candidates’ fit with
best-practice criteria
 Rank all candidates

Matrix positioning all
candidates’ performance
relative to one another

2

Perform
360-degree
research

3

Invite
thought
leadership in
best
practices

Perform in-depth
examination of all candidates

 Confirm best-practice criteria
 Examine eligibility of all
candidates
 Identify any information gaps

Detailed profiles of all
ranked candidates

Initiate
research

Conduct an unbiased
evaluation of all candidate
profiles

 Brainstorm ranking options
 Invite multiple perspectives
on candidates’ performance
 Update candidate profiles

Final prioritization of all
eligible candidates and
companion best-practice
positioning paper

5

Assemble
panel of
industry
experts

Present findings to an expert
panel of industry thought
leaders

 Share findings
 Strengthen cases for
candidate eligibility
 Prioritize candidates

Refined list of prioritized
award candidates

6

Conduct
global
industry
review

Build consensus on award
candidates’ eligibility

 Hold global team meeting to
review all candidates
 Pressure-test fit with criteria
 Confirm inclusion of all
eligible candidates

Final list of eligible award
candidates, representing
success stories worldwide

7

Perform
quality check

Develop official award
consideration materials

 Perform final performance
benchmarking activities
 Write nominations
 Perform quality review

High-quality, accurate, and
creative presentation of
nominees’ successes

8

Reconnect
with panel of
industry
experts

Finalize the selection of the
best-practice award recipient

 Review analysis with panel
 Build consensus
 Select winner

Decision on which company
performs best against all
best-practice criteria

9

Communicate
recognition

Inform award recipient of
award recognition

 Present award to the CEO
 Inspire the organization for
continued success
 Celebrate the recipient’s
performance

Announcement of award
and plan for how recipient
can use the award to
enhance the brand

Upon licensing, company
may share award news with
stakeholders and customers

 Coordinate media outreach
 Design a marketing plan
 Assess award’s role in future
strategic planning

Widespread awareness of
recipient’s award status
among investors, media
personnel, and employees

4 director
review

10

Take
strategic
action
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About Frost & Sullivan
Frost & Sullivan, the Growth Partnership Company, enables clients to accelerate growth
and achieve best in class positions in growth, innovation and leadership. The company's
Growth Partnership Service provides the CEO and the CEO's Growth Team with disciplined
research and best practice models to drive the generation, evaluation and implementation
of powerful growth strategies. Frost & Sullivan leverages almost 50 years of experience in
partnering with Global 1000 companies, emerging businesses and the investment
community from 31 offices on six continents. To join our Growth Partnership, please visit
http://www.frost.com.
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